
A DOCTOR S JOURNAL FOR AUGUST 6

Vikram Sethâ€™s â€œA Doctorâ€™s Journal Entry for August 6, â€• is a brilliant poem that describes the horrors in the
aftermath of an atomic bomb explosion. â€œA Doctorâ€™s Journal Entry for August 6, â€• of Vikram Seth is an anti-war
poem. So the poem â€œA Doctorâ€™s Journal Entry for.

This poem is written in the first person. Lines 46 In these lines, the doctor describes how people seemed to
have been reduced to pale ghosts or unruly scarecrows, and how none of them were speaking. Answer: The
narrator and his wife were shocked and distressed to see the mangled remains of the dead man. These phrases
are generally used for the dead. That makes it an anti-war poem. He was thinking about the burns and the pain
of the people. Answer: As the narrator debated on what to do next everything around him began to crumble
and fall. Seth portrays the situation after the bombing very poignantly. He thought that this explosion might be
limited to the house alone and thus suggested that they get out quickly. Why did the narrator turn his gaze?
Question 2. The artery in his neck started bleeding and he was sure he would die soon. His mind was moving
fast, but his body could not. Dust covered up the whole place. The narrator instructed his wife to go on ahead
and find a safe place for herself. Apart from this there is no indication of the amount of time that passed. Lines
52 In these lines, the doctor describes that the people who had the strength to stand were all trooping towards
the hospital. Read the extract and answer the questions that follow: Magnesium flares? It is in the form of a
journal entry for the particular date. I said To Yecko-san she must go on ahead. My breath was short, but bit
by bit my strength Seemed to revive, and I got up at length. A dreadful loneliness Came over me when she had
gone. As soon as he noticed that, the roof and the walls fell down in a heap of wood and there was dust rising
up from the pile. She was also holding her elbow which was an indication that she too was injured. A house
standing before us tilted, swayed, Toppled, and crashed. Then he came across a soldier, and this soldier gave
him a towel to wipe his wounds with, but his legs couldnt bear to be touched as the blood on them had dried
up already.


